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In this paper, we explore various cosmological parameters and cosmological planes (ωD − ωD
′,
statefinder) for new Tsallis agegraphic dark energy in the framework of Chern-Simons modified
gravity. We consider this scenario in a flat FRW universe for both non-interacting and interacting
cases, between dark energy and dark matter. It is observed that the equation of state parameter
gives quintessence-like nature of the universe in all of the cases. Also, the squared of the sound
speed shows unstable behaviour for this scenario. The ωD−ωD
′ plane represents the freezing region
in most of the cases.
I. INTRODUCTION
The surprising discovery of the accelerated expansion
of the Universe is one of the exciting progress in cosmol-
ogy in the last few years [1–3]. However, a search for
the exact nature of the phenomenon driving this acceler-
ation is still under way. In order to explain this behav-
ior, two main approches are considered: introducing the
concept of dark energy (DE) as a new mysterious cosmo-
logical component or modifying the gravitational part of
the Einstein equations[4–6].
The Chern-Simons modified gravity theory is one of mod-
ified theories of gravity that has been developed for ex-
plaining the accelerated expansion, which is motivated
from string theory and loop quantum gravity. This mod-
ified gravity theory is an extension to GR, introduced by
Jackiw and Pi [7], aimed to solve the long standing prob-
lem of cosmic baryon asymmetry by introducing a parity-
violating CS term to the Einstein-Hilbert action. Here,
the gravitational field is coupled with a scalar field us-
ing a parity-violating Chern-Simons term. Many authors
have investigated cosmological implications of dark en-
ergy models in dynamical Chern-Simons modified grav-
ity. For example, cosmological solution of Chern-Simons
modified gravity with Ricci-Gauss-Bonnet holographic
dark energy model has been discussed in [8]. The pil-
grim dark energy model (PDE) with Hubble and event
horizons and Ricci dark energy model in the framework of
dynamical Chern-Simons modified gravity have also been
checked in [9, 10], respectively. The new holographic dark
energy model and interacting new holographic dark en-
ergy in dynamical Chern-Simons gravity have been stud-
ied in [11, 12] respectively, as well as, cosmological evo-
lution of modified QCD ghost dark energy in dynamical
Chern-Simons gravity is examined [13]. Holographic dark
energy models and higher order generalizations in dy-
namical Chern-Simons modified gravity have been stud-
ied in [14]. A study of the generalized entropy based holo-
graphic dark energy models in dynamical Chern-Simons
modified gravity has been done in [15]. For more review
on cosmic acceleration in the dynamical Chern-Simons
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modified gravity can see [16–18].
Among all theoritical models, ΛCDM model, which con-
sists of a mixture of the cosmological constant Λ and
the cold dark matter (CDM) has most compatible with
observational data. However, this model suffers from
some problems such as the fine-tuning and the coinci-
dence problems [19]. In order to solve those two prob-
lems, many dynamical dark energy models have been pro-
posed namely, agegraphic dark energy[20], which is based
on the karolyhazy uncertainly relation[21]
δt = βt2/3p t
1/3 (1)
where β is a dimensionless constant of order unity and tp
denotes the reduced Plank time. Since, this model suffers
from the contradiction to describe the matter-dominated
universe in the fast past, the new agegraphic dark energy
model with the conformal time η is proposed by Wei and
Cai [22].
As Gibbs has pointed out, in systems in which the par-
tition function diverses the Boltzman-Gibbs theory can-
not be applied and the Boltzman-Gibbs additive entropy
must be generalized to the non-additive entropy, known
as Tsallis entropy[23–25]. On the other hand, Tsallis
and Cirto[26], stated that, the entropy associated with
the black hole is written as Sδ = γA
δ, where γ is an un-
known constant and δ denotes the non-extensive param-
eter. As we know, for the gravitational systems like, cos-
mic lies within this class, it may be better that have de-
scribed by using the generalized entropies namely Tsallis
entropy. In this regard, applying Tsallis generalized en-
tropy in holographic hypothesis led to Tsallis holographic
dark energy (THDE). A number of papers on dark en-
ergy models based on Tsallis entropy are available in Refs
[27–50]. Based on generalized Tsallis entropy formalism,
the interacting and non-interacting DE models are ex-
plored with different IR cutoffs [27]. Thermal stability
of THDE model with apparent horizon as IR cutoff has
been studied in Ref [28]. The cosmological features of
Tsallis agegraphic dark energy (TADE) models assum-
ing the age of the Universe and the conformal time as
the IR cutoffs have been investigated [29]. The effects of
anisotropy on THDE model, assuming sign-changeable
interaction between DM and THDE are explored with
different IR cutoffs [30]. The Tsallis agegraphic dark en-
ergy model by considering a sign- changeable interaction
2between TADE and DM has been studied [31]. Authors
[32], have investigated the ThDE in cyclic, DGP and RSII
braneworld models with the Hubble radius as the IR cut-
off. The cosmological consequences of Tsallis, Renyi and
Sharma-Mittal holographic and new agegraphic dark en-
ergy models in the context of D-dimensional fractal uni-
verse have been studied [33].
The cosmological consequences of the generalized en-
tropy based HDE models in the dynamical Chern-Simons
framework, as a modified gravity theory, can be found in
Ref [51]. In this paper, we want to study the nature of
the new agegraphic dark energy by assuming Tsallis en-
tropy in framework Chern-Simons modified gravity.
We organized the paper as follows. In section II, we
provide the basic cosmological scenario of Chern-Simons
modified gravity. In section III, we describe new Tsal-
lis agegraphic dark energy, statefinder plane, ωD − ωD′
plane and stability analysis. In section IV, we study cos-
mological parameters and cosmological planes for both
non-interacting and interacting senarios in NTADE at
background CS modifieg gravity. In the last, we state
our results.
II. CHERN-SIMONS MODIFIED GRAVITY
The dynamical Chern-Simons modified gravity can be
described by the following action [52]
S =
1
16piG
∫
ν
d4x
[√−gR+ l
4
θ∗RρσµνRρσµν + L1
]
+Smat,
(2)
L1 = −1
2
gµν∇µθ∇νθ + V (θ)
where R represents the Ricci scalar, ∇µ is the covariant
derivative, θ is the dynamical variable, l shows a coupling
constant, ∗RρσµνRρσµν is a topological invariant called
the Pontryagin term, V (θ) is the potential term that is
set to zero in the current work for simplicity and Smat
represents the action of matter. Now, the variation of the
action with respect to metric tensor gµν and the scalar
field θ, yields two field equations of CS modified gravity
Gµν + lCµν = 8piGTµν ,
gµν∇µ∇νθ = − l
64pi
∗RρσµνRρσµν , (3)
where, Gµν appears as Einstein tensor and Cµν is known
as the Cotton tensor which is defined as
Cµν = − 1
2
√−g ((∇ρθ)ε
ρβτ(µ∇τRν)β )+(∇σ∇ρθ)∗Rρ(µν)σ.
(4)
Moreover, the energy-momentum tensor Tµν , is com-
posed of two parts, the matter part Tmµν and the scalar
field part Tˆ θµν as
Tˆ θµν = ∇µθ∇νθ −
1
2
gµν∇ρθ∇ρθ,
Tmµν = (ρ+ p)uµuν + pgµν , (5)
where P and ρ represent the pressure and energy density
respectively. Furthermore, u is the four-vector velocity
in co-moving coordinates of the spacetime. In the frame-
work of Chern-Simons modified gravity, for flat FRW uni-
verse, the first Friedmann equation can be obtained by
using Eqs.(3) and (5) as follows
H2 =
1
3
(ρm + ρD) +
1
6
θ˙2. (6)
Here, the dot denotes the derivative of scalar factor a
with respect to cosmic time and m−1pl = 8piG = 1. The
FRW metric yields ∗RρσµνRρσµν = 0, hence the field
equation (3) is associated with the scalar field takes the
following form
gµν∇µ∇νθ = gµν [∂ν∂µθ] = 0. (7)
With the assumption θ = θ(t), the above equation leads
to
θ¨ + 3Hθ˙ = 0, (8)
which implies that θ˙ = ca−3, c is a constant of integra-
tion. In this way, we obtain the expression for Eq.(6)
as
H2 =
1
3
(ρm + ρD) +
1
6
c2a−6. (9)
In the framework of Chern-Simons modified gravity, the
continutiy equation becomes
ρ˙+ 3H(ρ+ P ) = 0, (10)
where by taking the interaction between dark matter and
dark energy into account the above equation may be writ-
ten as
ρ˙m + 3Hρm = Q, (11)
ρ˙d + 3H(ρD + pD) = −Q. (12)
and Q is the interaction term and due to the continuity
equation, it must be a function of the product of energy
density and a term with unity of time (such as Hubble
parameter). With this idea, from different forms that
have been proposed for interaction, we take the following
form as
Q = 3Hb2ρm, (13)
with b2 as an interaction parameter which transfers the
energy between DM and DE. Using this expression in Eq.
(11), we get
ρm = ρm0a
−3(1−b2), (14)
where, ρm0 is an integration constant.
3III. NEW TSALLIS AGEGRAPHIC DARK
ENERGY
Due to some problems in agegraphic dark energy
model, which is based on the uncertainty relation of
quantum mechanics [20] and the time scale t is chosen
to be IR cutoff, Wei and Cai [22] proposed a new model
of agegraphic dark energy, while the time scale is chosen
to be the conformal time η instead of the age of the uni-
verse, which is defined by dt = adη, where t is the cosmic
time.
On the other hand, Tsallis and Cirto [26], stated that,
the entropy associated with the black hole is written as
Sδ = γA
δ, where γ is an unknown constant and δ de-
notes the non-extensive parameter. Recently, applying
Tsallis generalized entropy in holographic hypothesis, a
new dark energy density as
ρD = BL
2δ−4, (15)
was proposed, where B is an unknown parameter and L
is the IR cutoff. Now, with assuming η = L, we get the
energy density of NTADE as [29].
ρD = Bη
2δ−4. (16)
A. statefinder parameter, ωD − ω
′
D plane and
classical stability
Since numerous dynamical dark energy models is be-
ing developed to clarify the accelerating expansion of the
universe, we need the geometrical statefinder operators
which are used to undrestand the differences between dif-
ferent dark energy models. These general expansions are
defined as [53]
r = 2q2 + q − q˙
H
, (17)
s =
r − 1
3(q − 1/2) , (18)
Actually, we should point to the fact that in the {r, s}
plane, s > 0 corresponds to a quintessence- like model
of DE and s < 0 corresponds to a phantom-like model
of DE, while the point {r, s} = {1, 0} represents ΛCDM.
Another way for analyzing the dynamical property of var-
ious DE models and distinguish these models is using the
ωD−ω′D plane, in which ω′D > 0 and ωD < 0 present the
thawing region, while ω′D < 0 and ωD < 0 present the
freezing region [54]. In order to check the stability of the
DE models, we should evaluate the sign of the squared
sound speed. If the sign of v2s , which is given by
v2s =
dPD
dρD
=
P˙D
ρ˙D
=
ρD
ρ˙D
ω˙D + ωD, (19)
to be positive, the model is stable otherwise it is
unstable[55]
IV. NEW TSALLIS AGEGRAPHIC DARK
ENERGY IN CS MODIFIED GRAVITY
A. Non-interacting case
With assuming non-interacting case (Q = 0), we ob-
tain the cosmological parameters, which help us for un-
derstanding behaviour of this model. At first, by insert-
ing Eq.(16) and its time derivative into Eq.(12), we get
ωD = −1− 2δ − 4
3aηH
, (20)
where η = (3H
2ΩD
B )
1
2δ−4 . The expression for ω′D can ob-
tain by taking the derivative of the EoS parameter (20)
with respect to x = lna
ω′D =
−3a3H20Ωm0η3−2δ((δ − 2)(ΩD))
a7BH
+
(δ − 2)(−c2η + 2a5H(1 + aηH + (δ − 2)ΩD))
3a7η2H3
. (21)
We can find the rate of universe expansion with cal-
culation the deceleration parameter q, which is defined
as
q ≡ −1− H˙
H2
, (22)
by differentiating from Eq.(9) and using Eq.(11) and
equation
˙ρD =
2δ − 4
aη
ρD, (23)
as
q = −1
3
− 3ΩD
2
− (δ − 2)ΩD
aηH
+
c2a−6
2H2
. (24)
In addition, we can obtain a mathematical expression for
the fractional DE density as
Ω˙D =
(2δ − 4)ΩD
aη
+ 2ΩDH(1 + q). (25)
By taking the time derivative of Eq.(20) and using
Eq.(23) and then replacing in relation (19), we obtain
an expression for v2s as
v2s =
−9a3H02Ωm0η4−2δΩD
6a6B
+
−c2η + 2a5H(5− 2δ − 2aηH + (δ − 2)ΩD)
6a6ηH2
. (26)
Using the time derivative of Eq. (24), we can find the
{r, s} pair as the statefinder parameters.
r =M1 +M2. (27)
4FIG. 1: The evolution of ΩD versus redshift parameter z for
non-interacting NTADE in CS modified gravity. Here, we
have taken ΩD(z = 0) = 0.73, H(z = 0) = 74, Ωm0 = .23,
c2 = .25 and B = 2.4.
FIG. 2: The evolution of ωD versus redshift parameter z for
non-interacting NTADE in CS modified gravity. Here, we
have taken ΩD(z = 0) = 0.73, H(z = 0) = 74, Ωm0 = .23,
c2 = .25 and B = 2.4.
FIG. 3: The evolution of the deceleration parameter q ver-
sus redshift parameter z for non-interacting NTADE in CS
modified gravity. Here, we have taken ΩD(z = 0) = 0.73,
H(z = 0) = 74, Ωm0 = .23, c
2 = .25 and B = 2.4.
FIG. 4: The evolution of the squared of sound speed v2s ver-
sus redshift parameter z for non-interacting NTADE in CS
modified gravity. Here, we have taken ΩD(z = 0) = 0.73,
H(z = 0) = 74, Ωm0 = .23, c
2 = .25 and B = 2.4.
M1 =
9HH0
2Ωm0(δ − 2)η5Ω2D − 2Bη2δa2(δ − 2)2Ω2D
2BH2a4η2(1+δ)
,
M2 =
Bη2δ
(
aHη2(3c22a6H2) +m2
)
2BH3a7η2(1+δ)
,
m2 = +(δ − 2)(c2η + 2Ha5(−5 + 2δ + 2aηH))ΩD
s = K1 +K2. (28)
K1 = − 9a
3H0
2Ωm0H
2Ω2Dη
5 + k1
3aηH [−9a3H02Ωm0η5H2ΩD + k11]
k1 = −2BHa5η2δΩ2D(δ − 2)2
k11 = +Bη2δ
(−c2η + a5H(3aηH + 2(δ − 2)ΩD))
K2 = − Bη
2δ
(
3ac2Hη2 + k2
)
3aηH [−9a3H02Ωm0η5H2ΩD + k22]
k2 = (δ − 2)(c2η + 2Ha5(−5 + 2δ + 2aHη))ΩD
k22 = Bη2δ
(−c2η + a5H(3aηH + 2(δ − 2)ΩD))
The evolution of ΩD versus redshift parameter z, for
non-interacting case is plotted in Fig. 1. From this figure
we see that, at the late time, we have ΩD → 1, which
is consistent with observations. The equation of state
(EoS) parameter given in Eq.(20) is also plotted in Fig. 2
showing that, for different values of δ, the EoS parameter
5FIG. 5: The evolution of the statefinder parameter r versus
s for non-interacting NTADE in CS modified gravity. Here,
we have taken ΩD(z = 0) = 0.73, H(z = 0) = 74, Ωm0 = .23,
c2 = .25 and B = 2.4
FIG. 6: The evolution of the statefinder parameter r versus
the deceleration parameter q for non-interacting NTADE in
CS modified gravity. Here, we have taken ΩD(z = 0) = 0.73,
H(z = 0) = 74, Ωm0 = .23, c
2 = .25 and B = 2.4
FIG. 7: The ωD −ω
′
D diagram for non-interacting NTADE in
CS modified gravity. Here, we have taken ΩD(z = 0) = 0.73,
H(z = 0) = 74, Ωm0 = .23, c
2 = .25 and B = 2.4
displays quintessence-like nature of the universe. The be-
haviour of the deceleration parameter q and the squared
of sound speed v2s are plotted in Figs. 3-4, which show,
there is a deceleration expansion at the early time fol-
lowed by an acceleration expansion and since v2s < 0, the
model is unstable, respectively. The cosmological planes
for statefinder and ωD −ω′D, for non-interacting case are
plotted in Fig. 5-7. In Fig. 7, we see for ωD < 0, the
evolution parameter shows ω′D < 0, which represents the
freezing region of evolving universe.
B. Interacting case
Recent observations indicate that the evolution of DM
and DE is not independent, rather, it is a response to the
coincidence problen [56]. Thus, we consider the interac-
tion between the two fluids. At here, by considering the
form of interaction as Q = 3Hb2ρm, we study the behav-
ior of the cosmological parameters of the model. Like the
previous section, by matter of calculations we can find
expressions for the cosmological parameters, ΩD, ωD, q,
and v2s as
FIG. 8: The evolution of ΩD versus redshift parameter z for
interacting NTADE in CS modified gravity. Here, we have
taken ΩD(z = 0) = 0.73, H(z = 0) = 74, Ω0 = .23, c
2 = .25,
B = 2.4 and δ = .6
ωD = −1− b2u− 2δ − 4
3aηH
, (29)
ω′D =
−3a3+3b2H20Ωm0η3−2δ(3a(b2 − 1)b2ηH − (δ − 2)w1))
a7BH
+
(δ − 2)(−c2η + 2a5H(1 + aηH + (δ − 2)ΩD))
3a7η2H3
(30)
w1 = (2b2 + (b2 − 1)ΩD
6FIG. 9: The evolution of ωD versus redshift parameter z for
interacting NTADE in CS modified gravity. Here, we have
taken ΩD(z = 0) = 0.73, H(z = 0) = 74, Ωm0 = .23, c
2 = .25,
B = 2.4 and δ = .6
FIG. 10: The evolution of the deceleration parameter q versus
redshift parameter z for interacting NTADE in CS modified
gravity. Here, we have taken ΩD(z = 0) = 0.73, H(z = 0) =
74, Ωm0 = .23, c
2 = .25, B = 2.4 and δ = .6
FIG. 11: The evolution of the squared of sound speed v2s
versus redshift parameter z for interacting NTADE in CS
modified gravity. Here, we have taken ΩD(z = 0) = 0.73,
H(z = 0) = 74, Ωm0 = .23, c
2 = .25, B = 2.4 and δ = .6
FIG. 12: The evolution of the statefinder parameter r versus
s for interacting NTADE in CS modified gravity. Here, we
have taken ΩD(z = 0) = 0.73, H(z = 0) = 74, Ωm0 = .23,
c2 = .25, B = 2.4 and δ = .6
FIG. 13: The evolution of the statefinder parameter r versus
the deceleration parameter q for interacting NTADE in CS
modified gravity. Here, we have taken ΩD(z = 0) = 0.73,
H(z = 0) = 74, Ωm0 = .23, c
2 = .25, B = 2.4 and δ = .6
q = −1− ΩD(3u(b
2 − 1)
2
+
δ − 2
aηH
) +
c2a−6
2H2
, (31)
Ω′D = 2ΩD(
δ − 2
aηH
+ 1 + q). (32)
v2s =
−3a3+3b2(b2 − 1)H02Ωm0η4−2δ(3ab2ηH − (δ − 2)ΩD)
2a6B(δ − 2)
+
−c2η + 2a5H(5− 2δ − 2aηH + (δ − 2)ΩD)
6a6ηH2
, (33)
where u = ρmρD is the ratio of the energy densities. Since
the expression of r and s are too long, we do not present
them here.
The cosmological parameters, like, ΩD, ωD, q and v
2
s
for interacting case with different values of b2 are plot-
ted in Figs. 8-11. It is obvious from these figures that
7FIG. 14: The ωD − ω
′
D diagram for interacting NTADE in
CS modified gravity. Here, we have taken ΩD(z = 0) = 0.73,
H(z = 0) = 74, Ωm0 = .23, c
2 = .25, B = 2.4 and δ = .6
FIG. 15: The evolution of ΩD versus redshift parameter z for
interacting NTADE in CS modified gravity. Here, we have
taken ΩD(z = 0) = 0.73, H(z = 0) = 74, Ωm0 = .23, c
2 = .25,
B = 2.4 and b2 = .02
FIG. 16: The evolution of ωD versus redshift parameter z for
interacting NTADE in CS modified gravity. Here, we have
taken ΩD(z = 0) = 0.73, H(z = 0) = 74, Ωm0 = .23, c
2 = .25,
B = 2.4 and b2 = .02
FIG. 17: The evolution of the deceleration parameter q versus
redshift parameter z for interacting NTADE in CS modified
gravity. Here, we have taken ΩD(z = 0) = 0.73, H(z = 0) =
74, Ωm0 = .23, c
2 = .25, B = 2.4 and b2 = .02
FIG. 18: The evolution of the squared of sound speed v2s
versus redshift parameter z for interacting NTADE in CS
modified gravity. Here, we have taken ΩD(z = 0) = 0.73,
H(z = 0) = 74, Ωm0 = .23, c
2 = .25, B = 2.4 and b2 = .02
the model shows a quintessence-like behaviour for the
EoS parameter. Additionally, the universe experiences
a transition from a deceleration phase to an accelera-
tion one despite the instability. Also, for different values
of the coupling constant b2, the cosmological planes are
plotted in Figs. 12-14. In Fig. 12, we see trajectories r
and s end at ΛCDM (r = 1, s = 0) for different values
of b2 at low redshift of NTADE in CS modified gravity
as well as in Fig. 13, we observe for (r, q) evolutionary
plane, the evolutionary trajectories stated from matter
dominated universe in the past and approach the point
(r = 1, q = −1) in the future. The evolutionary trajecto-
ries of ωD−ω′D plane are shown in Fig. 14, with different
values of b2. We see for NTADE in CS modified grav-
ity, ωD behaves like quintessence type dark energy with
ωD > −1, as well as the value of ω′D, at first decreases to
minimum then increases to zero in the future.
The plots of ΩD, ωD,q , v
2
s and ωD − ω′D for a fixed
b2 and different values of δ are shown in Figs. 15-21. It
8FIG. 19: The evolution of the statefinder parameter r versus
s for interacting NTADE in CS modified gravity. Here, we
have taken ΩD(z = 0) = 0.73, H(z = 0) = 74, Ωm0 = .23,
c2 = .25, B = 2.4 and b2 = .02
FIG. 20: The evolution of the statefinder parameter r versus
the deceleration parameter q for interacting NTADE in CS
modified gravity. Here, we have taken ΩD(z = 0) = 0.73,
H(z = 0) = 74, Ωm0 = .23, c
2 = .25, B = 2.4 and b2 = .02
FIG. 21: The ωD − ω
′
D diagram for interacting NTADE in
CS modified gravity. Here, we have taken ΩD(z = 0) = 0.73,
H(z = 0) = 74, Ωm0 = .23, c
2 = .25, B = 2.4 and b2 = .02
can be observed from Fig. 16 that the EoS parameter
exhibits the quintessence-like behaviour for the different
values of δ as well as by considering different values of δ,
Fig. 18 shows this models is unstable. The evolutionary
trajectories for (r − s) and (r − q) planes for NTADE
model in CS modified gravity have plotted in Figs. 19
and 20 respectively. We see from Fig. 19 that, the evolu-
tionary trajectories r and s end at ΛCDM (r = 1, s = 0)
in the future for different values of δ as well as in Fig. 20 ,
we see for NTADE in CS modified gravity, the evolution-
ary trajectories started from matter dominated universe
in the past and approach the point (r = 1, q = −1) in
the future. The ωD−ωD′ plane for NTADE model in CS
modified gravity has plotted in Fig. 21 which represents
the freezing region.
V. CLOSING REMARKS
In this work, we studied the behaviour of cosmologi-
cal parameters and cosmlogical planes for NTADE in the
framework of the Chern-Simons modified gravity model
in spatially flat universe for non-interacting and interact-
ing cases. The graphical behaviour of squared of sound
speed and the EoS parameter are displayed against red-
shift parameter in this paper. We see, since the value of
v2s is negative, the model is not stable and the equation of
state parameter presents quintessence- like nature of the
universe. The ωD − ω′D plane for the present scenario is
displayed in this paper, which exhibit the freezing region
for most of cases.
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